
15.: In spite of the successive setbacks given by the U.S.S.R. to the cause of controlled
disarmament and of peace, the NATO Council will neglect no possibility of restricting arm^.
aments within the limits imposed by security and will take all necessary action to this end.

16.. We state our willingness to promote, preferably within the framework of the UN, a^y
negotiations with the U.S.S.R. likely to lead to the implementation of the proposals recalled
above.

We are also prepared to examine any proposal, from whatever source, for general or;
partial disarmament, and any proposal enabling an agreement to be reached on the controlled
reduction of armaments of all types.

17. Should the Soviet Government refuse to partici pate in the work of the new Disarma-
.ment Commission, we should welcome a meeting at foreign ministers' level to resolve the
deadlock.

NATO Defence

18. The Soviet leaders, while preventing a general disarmament agreement, have made it
clear that the most modern and destructive weapons, including missiles of all kinds, are being

missiles and rely on arms of the pre-atomic age.

introduced in the U.S.S.R. armed forces. In the U.S.S.R: view, all European nations except
the U.S.S.R. should, without waiting for general disarmament, renounce nuclear weapons and

19_ As long as the U.S.S.R. nersists in this attitude. we have no alternative but to remain
vigilant and to look to our defences. We are therefore resolved to achieve tne most enective
pattern of NATO military defensive strength, taking into account the most recent develop^

.` 5ments in weapons and techniques.
' - f

20. To this end, NATO has decided to establish stocks of nuclear warheads, which will be
readily available for the defence of the Alliance in case of need. In view of the present Soviet
policies in the field of new weapons the Council has also decided that intermediate range
ballistic missiles will have to be put at the disposal of the Supreme Allied Commander Europe.

21. The deployment of these stocks and missiles and arrangements for their use will
accordingly be decided in conformity with NATO's defence plans and in agreement with the
states directly concerned. The NATO military authorities have been requested to submit to
the Council at an early date their recommendations on the introduction of these weapons in
the common defence. The Council in permanent session will consider the various questions
involved.

22. Recognising the rapidly growing interdependence of the nations of the free world, we
have, in organizing our forces, decided to bring about closer co-ordination with a view to en-
suring that each NATO member country makes its most effective contribution to the require-
'ments established by the Alliance. 13et ter use of the resources of the Alliance and greater
efficiency for its forces will be obtained through as high a degree of standardisation andinte-
gration as possible in all fields, particularly ►n certain aspects of air and naval defence, of
logistic support and of the composition and equipment of forces. We have agreed that a military

made in these fields in the light, in particular, of the results of the 1957 Annual Rev ►ew.
conference should be held at ministerial levelin the early months of 1958 to discuss progress

streReth of the Atlantic Communitv.

of trained men in many branches of science and technology. The full development of our science
and technology is essential to the culture, to the economy and to the political and military

25 We recognise that in most of our countries more should be done to increase the supply
Scientific and Technical Co-operation '.

ductive effort in the defence production field.
production techniques and results of their research work in order to stimulate a truly pro-
have already reached a very advanced stage -have offered to share with their allies significant

24. The best means of achieving co-ordinated production of advanced weapons needed by
our forces will be studied as a matter of urgency. Those NATO countries whose programmes

ment and manufacture of modern weapons, including intermediate range ballistic missiles.
to take further measures within NATO to promote the co-ordination of research, develop-

23 As regards defence production, we have decided, in view of the progress already made,

ments will therefore reappraise th support being given to scient ►fic and technical education

in particular on the devoted contribution of teachers and scientists. We must increase the
provision for the training of young people in scientific and technical subjects and must also
ensure that the free pursuit of fundzmental research continues.to flourish. Each of our govern-

26 We realize that progress will depend on vigorous actiôrt within individual states and

and to fundamental research.
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